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Academic Affairs Committee
Meeting Minutes
January 22, 2013
Opening:
The regular meeting of the Academic Affairs Committee was called to order at
12:31 pm on January 22
22, 2013 in the MLS Classroom CSS 167 by Claire Strom.
Strom
Present:
Vivodic Nancy
Claire Strom, Susan Walsh, Pedro Bernal, Jana Mathews,, Martina Vivodic,
Decker, Maria Ruiz, Wenxian Zheng, Faithe Galloway (student rep), Jennifer Nilson
(student rep),, David Daubert (student rep)
Visitors: Holly Pohlig, Sharon Lusk, Jennifer Cavenaugh,, Bob Smither, Carol Lauer
A.

Minutes - Approved

B.

Transfer Credits - A
Approved

Bob Smither presented. There
here are ttwo problems with regard to the current policy:
policy no online
courses get credit, and we do not take credit for extension courses. This action brings our
policy up to date. First, when the policy was enacted, online courses were rare; now they are
common and often of quality. Also, we are probably giving credit for such courses anyway
since it may not be designated as online on the transcript. The change to policy states that we
will take courses approved by a regionally accredited body
body,, regardless of the possibly online
nature of the course.
If the switch from 140 to 128 credit hhours
ours for graduation happens, we may have to change
the number of transfer credits accepted. There will not be a limit to the number of online
credit hours as long as they are accredited (so all transfer courses could be online).
online After
passing EC, this mayy go into effect for new incoming students. Current students could still
appeal for online courses. Rollins currently has a task force to develop blended learning
courses ourselves.
C.

Global Health Minor
Minor- Approved

Carol Lauer presented this minor. Previously, she had tried to get support for a major but is
now suggesting a minor. Many
any faculty across a number of departments are interested in this
minor. The proposed minor ffollows recommendations from AAC&U,
U, which suggests that
every liberal arts school
ool in the country should offer Public Health because this field fits in

well with LEAP learning outcomes. Global Health is an interdisciplinary and important
concern now with many jobs in this field. Around the country there is interest, but we can't
predict how many of our students will be interested. Jennifer Nilson thought premeds would
like it. Carol thinks it will appeal to premed, anthropology (at least one per year to MPH),
and communication majors.
The structure of minor is three core courses (Intro to Public Health, Intro to Epidemiology,
and Intro to Global Health) and three electives. Each of the three electives must have a
different prefix so that students really do acquire an interdisciplinary minor. For example, an
anthropology major will only be able to use one elective to double-count for the minor,
allowing more diversity across departments. We will work toward having Intro to Public
Health as a prerequisite for Intro to Global Health, but this may not be good until later
because there are not enough students who will have had Intro to Public Health yet, and
students with an interest should be able to get this degree soon. The biology department
proposed that Intro to Epidemiology should have stats as a prerequisite. However, AAC&U
says that epidemiology should be conceptual rather than technical or mathematic so statistics
may not be relevant. Perhaps if this becomes a major, we will have an Epidemiology II
course that will require statistics. Nancy asked if students have to take BIO120 and 121.
Carol replied no, that Public Health is too diverse of a field to require that level of biology.
Claire asked about staffing. Carol will teach Global Health, and Perki Coleman was hired on
contract for 3 years to teach Epidemiology and Intro to Public Health. Also, Rich Morris has
a background in Orange County Public Health and can teach Intro to Public Health. Maria
and Wenxian asked if this was in line with Holt initiatives. Carol said Dave Richards may
help pay for the Epidemiologist slot, and she will meet with him in February when the Health
Services Administration major comes in from Holt. Jana was curious if hiring Perki instead
of a full-time faculty member was a problem. Carol said that Perki was the only option, but
Perki used to teach in the biology department so she knows Rollins. Nancy thought it might
be a problem because Rich is not full-time faculty; he is staff. Carol asserted that Rich
teaches regularly, for example, Exercise Physiology and Health and Wellness. Nancy was
concerned that 2/3 faculty members do not have the institutional ranking of faculty. Jana said
that because these people do not have a load requirement, they may not be bound to the
minor. Students may ask where their classes are. Carol reported that Eileen suggested hiring
epidemiologist when she retires, but the biology department did not agree to this. Carol will
retire in 3 years and assumes her department will replace her with someone who teach
medical anthropology. Claire suggested playing up Perki's 3-year contract and taking Rich
off the proposal. If we get a PE minor and their status is worked out, that might be better.
Carol suggested that sometimes we have to hire someone to get a minor started. Holt is
different because they really need to hire people. Bob said the administration would like this
to succeed and wouldn't let it fail over a position. Nancy asked who will evaluate the minor?
Carol said that now, it is just her, but she envisions a committee to decide about electives
long-term. If there are too many students, we could hire someone who can teach Intro to
Public Health, Epidemiology, and easy Biostats.
Nancy asked if there would be any field studies or language requirements. Carol replied that
not as a minor. Intro to Global Health will have CE designation. Claire said it's great that
A&S is developing new places, and we should take risks. Faculty lines follow ideas. With
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Holt support, staffing should not be an issue. Carol suggested that this minor may lead to a
Masters in Public Health which is not offered in this part of the state (UCF doesn't have one).
D.

Next week's agenda
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Approve minutes of last meeting
NO MEETING ON 1/29
Asian Studies major change—Alon (2/5)
GPA requirements for study abroad—Giselda (2/5)
Health Administration Major—Holt—Dave Richards (2/12)

Adjournment:
The meeting was adjourned at 1:17 pm by Claire Strom. The next general meeting will be at
12:30 pm February 5, 2013 in the MLS Classroom CSS 167.

Minutes submitted by

Susan Walsh

Approved by

__________________
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